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UCSB's Shuji Nakamura wins 

Nobel Prize in physics 2014
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UCSB Nano Days
April 2014
Santa Barbara Natural 
History Museum
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New Technologies in Society?
 Who benefits? What kind of benefits?

 who is harmed? 

 who decides? 

 what are the risks? 

 will there be unanticipated consequences? 

 what are alternatives and are they being considered? 

 who’s responsible/in control and are they trustworthy 

and competent? 

 [and how will those billions around the globe be 

affected?]
(source: Stilgoe in Owens, Bessant & Heintz 2013)



Value of Societal Work to the 

National Nanotech Initiative

1- Responsible Development

 “Develop and use technology 

to help meet the most pressing 

human and societal needs”

 “Make every reasonable effort 

to anticipate and mitigate 

adverse implications or 

unintended consequences”

(source: NAS 2006 review of NNI)
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2 - Responsible Innovation

 new forms of 
public 

engagement

 interdisciplinary 

collaboration

 counter a 

‘narrative of 

inevitability’ 

 new 

tools/welded 

to new 
approach

 public/societal not just 

economic benefit

 research aimed at 

equitable development

 solving the world’s problems 

(Grand challenges)

 activities to improve/ 

‘nudge’ toward 

responsibility (cf. Sunstein)

 governance 

(anticipation/foresight) (not 

regulation)
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Analytic/Deliberative approach

 Not just quant. risk 

estimation

 Risk (and Benefit) 

Perception

 Public participation

 Integration of multiple 
stakeholder concerns

 Responsible risk 

communication

 Reflexivity, collaboration
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Societal work in the NNI: 

necessary and productive 

Normative - right thing to do

Utility – useful thing to do

 Instrumental

 Substantive



Normative value
 Experimental engagement/inclusion—Democratizing 

Technologies conf. 

 Engaging the ‘uninvited’ publics about new 

technologies, development, and NGOs

http://www.cns.ucsb.edu/demtech2014/welcome



 High risk experimental public 

engagement activity

 2 local NGOs as lead partners; 
26 campus co-sponsors from all 

parts of campus 

 92 invited participants

 ~ 150 participants

 28 NGOs (31 NGOs reps)

 11 countries represented from 
Latin America, Africa, Europe & 
Asia as well as N. America

Keynote Speaker

Nicholas Kristof

Pulitzer Prize-

winning NYT

Columnist
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What they liked

 “I thought the conference was superb. It 

brought together a very interesting group of 

people - highly intelligent practitioners from the 

NGO world and extremely interesting and 

methodologically sound academics, all pushing 

forward on important policy issues. I particularly 

appreciated the geographic range of the 

speakers and therefore the breadth of 

perspectives presented, and the empirically 

grounded cross-disciplinary approach.” (faculty 

participant)



Normative value: Ex. 2

 Research on how to 

include the 

disenfranchised –

Harthorn group

 Mixed social science 

methods for more robust 

findings

 Deliberative workshops, in the 

US and UK, 2007, 2009, 2014

 Surveys in the US 2008, 2010, 

2012, 2013

 Publications on the reasons 

for (some) public 

ambivalence about new 

technologies, vulnerability 

and risk perception, 

environmental risk 

perception, the ‘white male’ 

effect, etc.



Utility value 1
 understand innovation 

system effects in 

comparative global 

framework (IRG 2) 

 better understand the importance of 

state policies and international 

collaboration in fostering 

nanotechnology R&D and 

commercialization, and in contributing 

to more sustainable and equitable 

development, through a comparative 

study of the U.S., China, Japan, India, 

Korea, and selected Latin American 
countries. 



Utility value 2

 Evidence-based approach 

to understanding expert 

and public views (IRG 3) 
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Most 

challenging?
Integration





RCRA - EPA   .   

FFDCA - FDA

FIFRA - EPA

TSCA - EPA

FFDCA - FDA
(Cosmetics and 

dietary supplements 

only)

CPSA - CPSC

OSHAct - OSHA

CAA & CWA - EPA

Products 

containing 

Chemical 

Substances

Use, 

Consumption 

& Mainten-

ance

Raw 

Materials 

Processing

Raw 

Materials 

Acquisition

Disposal &

Incineration

Recycling & 

Reuse

Food & Food 

Additives, 

Drugs

Pesticides

End-of-LifePre-Market Use

Beaudrie, Kandlikar, & Satterfield (2013). From Cradle-to-Grave at the Nanoscale: Gaps in 

US Regulatory Oversight along the Nanomaterial Life Cycle, ES&T 47: 5524-5534.

Awarded March 2014



SES 0938099

IRG-1 research cited in Marina Mazzucato’s
work on innovation & the federal government

Applied histories of S&T  “Usable past”

2011 Cushing Prize &
2014 Paul Bunge Prize

2012 Eugene M. Emme Prize
2014 HSS Prize
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Engagement via social and 

traditional media

 Leaping Robot and STEM Equity blogs; 

>45,000 visits last year
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Generating value—normative and utility—to 

the NNI (and S&E)
 NNI’s support of societal research at CNS-UCSB has 

generated new knowledge about the global innovation 
system and policy, upstream perceptions and attitudes 
of experts & publics, and the historical specificities of the 
enterprise

 Innovated new mechanisms for integration of 
science/society 

 Developed new partnerships, collaborations, 
international/global scope

 Fostered a new generation of societal and societal-
minded S&E workforce


